


CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the 
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding 
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves 
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or 
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging 
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. 
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of 
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid 
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (in-
cluding a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a 
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful 
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on 
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use 
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or ven-
dors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, how-
ever received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those 
of the auctioneer. 
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve 
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all 
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and 
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the 
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be consid-
ered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on 
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed 
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale), 
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher  shall 
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall 
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelle-
her will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) busi-
ness days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate 
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a send-
ing at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and 
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase 
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment 
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as 
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same 
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge 
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance 
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Com-
plying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, 
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auc-
tion at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discre-
tion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, 
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, 
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales, 
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, wheth-
er payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ 
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a 
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a sub-
sequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale 
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in 
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the 
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts 
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such 
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to 
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its 
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the de-
faulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to 
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ 
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any 
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of 
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of 
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of 
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer. 
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within 
15 days of sale date. 

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on 
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher 
discretion.  Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange 
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description 
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be 
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Pur-
chaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks 
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of 
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period 
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance 
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference 
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot 
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be 
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Pur-
chaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and 
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the 
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging 
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not 
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended 
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of 
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described 
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually 
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four 
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to 
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Con-
ditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.  Lots 
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional 
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or 
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Phila-
telic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) 
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated 
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited 
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate. 
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall 
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any 
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all cus-
toms duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from 
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the 
auction, whenever the same may arise. 
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof. 
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled 
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules 
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the 
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the 
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial 
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out 
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted 
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by 
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding 
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial dis-
trict of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents 
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, 
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer 
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be 
reduced to the next increment.  Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com 
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The 
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding.  To bid, you must be 
registered and be approved  by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please con-
tact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the 
Kelleher link.         
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Biography

Michael Keller started collecting stamps when he was 14 and continued throughout his life until his 
passing in 2009. He found great enjoyment in seeking out stamps to complete his collections. His 
‘man cave’ was a tiny room �lled top-to-bottom with his prized acquisitions. Mike, as most people 
knew him, would visit auctions to purchase giant bags of stamps that he and his daughter Sommer 
would look through together. They would sit for hours and sift through the stamps searching for all 
sorts of imperfections, rare coil-plate numbers, or even old stamps…anything that would spark his 
interest. He would also visit the post o�ce and purchase any new coil stamps that were interesting 
or beautiful. One night they found the imperfection dubbed “Sommer’s Inch Worm” on the 25¢ 
Honeybee stamp.

Michael’s passion for philately is shown through his persistence in acquiring as many variations as 
possible, starting with his United States collection of plate number coils (PNCs) & booklets. His 
endless pursuit to �nd every variety available plus his thorough and studious research allowed him 
to �nd new varieties and identify others. He enjoyed classic proofs and stamps as well, showing all 
the printing formats. It didn’t stop there, as he had an even greater, all-encompassing, passion for 
Vatican City issues, from proofs to the issued stamps and every conceivable variety, postal history 
and FDCs, including stationery and booklets, this is certainly one of the most comprehensive collec-
tions we have encountered. 

If you knew Mike personally, you knew his family was everything. Outside of his passion for philately 
he was a chef at the famous Carnegie Deli and loved to spend his extra time �shing & creating  
picturesque gardens at home. Upon his health failing in 2007 he gifted his daughter with these 
collections, which are now being disseminated to keep his memory alive and so that others may 
enjoy and share his passion.

 The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City 
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 The Michael Keller collecTion of VaTican ciTy 
regular issues 

3001  S Sampling of the See’s Specimens, 1929-55, neatly mounted on five pages (one homemade for 
the 1929 First Issue, White Ace album pages for the rest); First Issue missing #5 and #8 but includes 
Special Deliveries; later issue comprise #143-144, 145-148, 156-157, 171-172, 187-188, 189-
191, 192-194, 197-199 and C9-C15, with regular issues #187 onward with “SAGGIO” perfined; all 
exceptionally clean and fresh, as to be expected, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine, fun 
and interesting collateral material; imaged in full online. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €1,435 ($1,610) 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $400 - 500 

EX 3002  
3002  S 1929, First Issue Definitives & Special Delivery complete, “Saggio” (Specimen) overprints, 

(1-13, E1-E2), wonderfully fresh, with gum either never hinged or very lightly hinged, generally 
Very Fine, a lovely and scarce set.  Sassone 1-13, E1-E2. 2008 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €1,000 
($1,120).   Estimate $200 - 300

3003  
3003  HH 1933, 25c dark olive & black Garden & Medallion, left margin imperf variety, (23 

var), o.g., never hinged, pristine mint, F.-V.F., rare, signed. 2013 Sassone 23e; €400 
($450).   Estimate $100 - 150

3004  
3004  HH 1933, 25c Vatican Palace & Obelisk, vertical pair imperf at left, (23 var), o.g., never 

hinged, fresh mint and attractive, Very Fine, scarce variety.  2013 Sassone 23e; €800 
($900).   Estimate $200 - 300

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues

Biography

Michael Keller started collecting stamps when he was 14 and continued throughout his life until his 
passing in 2009. He found great enjoyment in seeking out stamps to complete his collections. His 
‘man cave’ was a tiny room �lled top-to-bottom with his prized acquisitions. Mike, as most people 
knew him, would visit auctions to purchase giant bags of stamps that he and his daughter Sommer 
would look through together. They would sit for hours and sift through the stamps searching for all 
sorts of imperfections, rare coil-plate numbers, or even old stamps…anything that would spark his 
interest. He would also visit the post o�ce and purchase any new coil stamps that were interesting 
or beautiful. One night they found the imperfection dubbed “Sommer’s Inch Worm” on the 25¢ 
Honeybee stamp.

Michael’s passion for philately is shown through his persistence in acquiring as many variations as 
possible, starting with his United States collection of plate number coils (PNCs) & booklets. His 
endless pursuit to �nd every variety available plus his thorough and studious research allowed him 
to �nd new varieties and identify others. He enjoyed classic proofs and stamps as well, showing all 
the printing formats. It didn’t stop there, as he had an even greater, all-encompassing, passion for 
Vatican City issues, from proofs to the issued stamps and every conceivable variety, postal history 
and FDCs, including stationery and booklets, this is certainly one of the most comprehensive collec-
tions we have encountered. 

If you knew Mike personally, you knew his family was everything. Outside of his passion for philately 
he was a chef at the famous Carnegie Deli and loved to spend his extra time �shing & creating  
picturesque gardens at home. Upon his health failing in 2007 he gifted his daughter with these 
collections, which are now being disseminated to keep his memory alive and so that others may 
enjoy and share his passion.

 The Michael J. Keller Collection of Vatican City 
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3005  
3005  H 1933, 25c Vatican Palace & Obelisk, imperf right margin horizontal pair, (23 var), fresh; some trivial gum 

loss from hinge removal, Very Fine, a very scarce item, signed Bolaffi & A. Diena. 2019 Scott $425. 2013 
Sassone 23; €560 ($630).   Estimate $150 - 200

3006  
3006  E 1933, 1L Gardens & Medallions, photographic essay in blue, (28), magnificent and incredibly 

rare, with vignette printed in unissued blue on perforated card stock, with the center a photo design in 
sepia brown affixed from reverse, Very Fine and choice, a cornerstone exhibition piece, ex-Federici; 
signed “ED” (E. Diena), with accompanying 1988 Enzo Diena certificate. 2013 Sassone E28e; €5,500 
($6,170).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3007  
3007  P 1933, Gardens & Medallions series, undenominated composite proof, (Design Type A8), a splendid 

and exceedingly rare imperforate composite proof of the final design, but without value indications, showing 
the die proof of the engraving of Pope Pius XI being pasted into the die proof of the frame; pristine, Extremely 
Fine and choice, a superb exhibition item, ex-Federici; signed “E Diena”, with 1988 E. Diena certificate 
accompanying.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online - and search for what you're looking for.
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3008  
3008  SHHa 1933, 1L Pope Pius XII, “Saggio” (Specimen) overprint, (28), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, pristine mint, 

Very Fine, a lovely and scarce multiple.  Sassone 28.   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 3009  
3009  H/) 1939, 1L Pope Pius XI, privately produced In Memoriam issue, (28 var), following the pope’s death on 

Feb. 10, 1939, a printer in Livorno, Egisto Chirici created a memorial to the pontiff by overprinting a black 
mourning border on the 1933 1L value (Scott #28); presented here are five examples of this unofficial 
issue: one mint (never hinged, but with small paper adhesion at upper left — and apparently signed 
by Chirici himself!); one unused on a “souvenir sheet”; plus three used on special mourning covers, one 
dated 18.2.39 bearing the memorial alone and addressed to Chirici, the other two bearing #62-63 & 65-
67 as well and dated 2.3.39 — the last day of usage according to the Sassone catalogue; two articles 
(one in English, one Italian) accompany, Very Fine, a lovely holding; see it all online. Catalogo Encic. Ital. 
FR1.   Estimate $300 - 400

3010  
3010  P 1933, Gardens & Medallions issue, frame and center vignettes for 5L to 20L values, (32-34), 

a magnificent and extremely rare pair of proofs, undenominated, for the finished 5L to 20L values 
of the series; each with minor margin flaws (e.g., tiny hinge thin or hinge soak), largely irrelevant 
as only a few such items exist, F.-V.F.; signed “AD” (A. Diena), with his accompanying 1970 photo 
certificate.   Estimate $400 - 600

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3011  
3011  SHHa 1933, 20L St. Peter’s Basilica, “Saggio” (Specimen) overprint, (34), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post 

Office fresh, Very Fine, scarce multiple.  Sassone 34.   Estimate $200 - 300

3012  
3012  H 1934, 40c-3.70L Provisional Surcharges complete, (35-40), o.g., fresh and nicely centered; few small hinge 

remnants, mostly F.-V.F. or better; with 2004 A.P.E.X. certificate for 3.70L on 10L high value. 2019 Scott $1,635. 
Sassone 35-40.   Estimate $500 - 750

3013  
3013  H 1934, 40c-3.70L Provisional Surcharges complete, (35-40), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh mint, Very Fine, a nice 

set. 2019 Scott $1,635. Sassone 35-40.   Estimate $500 - 750

3014  
3014  m 1934, 40c-3.70L Provisional Surcharges complete, (35-40), a fresh, postally used set, Very Fine; signed 

“AD” (A. Diena). 2019 Scott $1,520. Sassone 35-40.   Estimate $400 - 600

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3015  
3015  s 1934, 40c-3.70L Provisional Surcharges complete, (35-40), the set, tied to small part of presentation 

folder by 29.2.38 Vatican c.d.s.’s; fresh, generally Very Fine, a lovely and scarce item, signed, with 
2001 APEX photo certificate and 1958 W. Wonneberger guarantee card. 2019 Scott $1,520. Sassone 
35-40.   Estimate $400 - 600

3016  
3016  H 1934, 2.05L on 2L Provisional Surcharge, comma missing between the numerals, (37a), horizontal 

pair, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh mint, the right stamp the error, Very Fine, scarce variety, error stamp signed 
“AD” (A. Diena), with his 1970 photo certificate accompanying. 2019 Scott $1,000. 2013 Sassone A37g; 
€750 ($840).   Estimate $300 - 400

3017                      3018  
3017  m 1934, 2.05L on 2L Provisional Surcharge, comma missing between the numerals, (37a), 

a stunning stamp all around, with great color, clean paper, excellent margins and a face-
free cancel, Very Fine; signed A. Diena, with his 1964 certificate. Scott $800. Sassone A37g. 
Bolaffi 37b.   Estimate $250 - 350

3018  H 1934, 2.55L on 2.50L Provisional Surcharge, comma missing between the numerals, (38a), o.g., very 
lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, a beauty; signed. 2019 Scott $800. 
Sassone A38h.   Estimate $250 - 350

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3019  
3019  H 1934, 2.55L on 2.50L Provisional Surcharge, comma missing between the numerals, (38a), o.g., 

wonderfully fresh, Very Fine, scarce variety, signed “ED” (E. Diena). 2019 Scott $800. 2013 Sassone A38h; 
€400 ($450).   Estimate $200 - 300

3020  
3020  m 1934, 2.55L on 2.50L Provisional Surcharge, comma missing between the numerals, (38a), fresh and 

beautifully centered, with the “2” of surcharge additionally showing the broken number type, Very Fine, scarce. 
2019 Scott $800. 2013 Sassone A38h; €600 ($670).   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 3021  
3021  HH 1935, 5c-1.25L Juridical Congress complete, (41-46), o.g., never hinged, 

pristine mint, Very Fine, scarce.  2019 Scott $1,000. 2013 Sassone 41-46; €1,200 
($1,340).   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 3022  
3022  HH 1935, 5c-1.25L Juridical Congress complete, (41-46), o.g., never hinged, Post Office 

fresh, Very Fine, very scarce thus.  2019 Scott $1,000. 2013 Sassone 41-46; €1,200 
($1,340).   Estimate $200 - 300

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3023  
3023  S a 1935, 75c International Juridical Congress, “Saggio” (Specimen) overprint, (44), block of 4, fresh and 

near-pristine, top stamps with the slightest evidence of hingeing, Very Fine+, a lovely and rare multiple. 
Sassone 44.   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 3024  
3024  SHH 1936, 5c//5L Catholic Press issue, “Saggio” (Specimen) overprints, (47-49, 51, 53-54), complete group 

of six as issued, o.g., never hinged; 5c slight, minor gum glaze spot from mount, otherwise fresh, Very Fine, a 
lovely and very scarce group, each signed “AD” (A. Diena). Sassone 47-49, 51, 53-54. 2008 Catalogo Encic. 
Ital. €1,000 ($1,120).   Estimate $200 - 300

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online - and search for what you're looking for.
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EX 3025  
3025  HHa 1936, World Exposition of the Catholic Press, (47//54), gutter blocks of 4, the set basically complete, as #49 

catalogues €1000 and #51 is “dashed” in CEI; those offered here are crisp and clean, o.g., never hinged; a few 
with gutters creased, the 10L with two spots of gum missing in the selvage only, Very Fine, a tough group. 2005 
Catalogo Encic. Ital. 47-48, 50, 52-54; €1,206 ($1,350).   Estimate $250 - 350

EX 3026  
3026  HH 1938, 5c-1.25L Archaeological Congress complete, (55-60), gutter pairs, o.g., never hinged, each fresh and 

clean; light crease in gutters as usual, Very Fine, uncommon, especially as a complete set. Sassone 55-60. 
2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 55-60; €1,000 ($1,120).   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 3027  
3027  P 1940, 5c to 2.75L Small Medallion issue, imperf proofs complete, (72-76), lovely quality imperforate set of 

archive proofs in issued colors on ungummed proof paper, all fresh as the day they were pulled, Very Fine, a 
lovely and rare set, each signed “ED” (E. Diena), with all but the 1.25L additionally signed “AD” (A. Diena) as 
well. 2013 Sassone P72-P76; €930 ($1,040).   Estimate $250 - 350

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3028  
3028  H 1940, 5c Small Medallion, imperf at right margin, (72 var), a lovely example in a pristine mint horizontal pair, 

o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, scarce.  2013 Sassone 72b; €800 ($900).   Estimate $200 - 300

3029  
3029  HH 1945, 25c Works of Charity, printed on joined paper, (84 var), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. 

2013 Sassone 84c; €1,300 ($1,460).   Estimate $300 - 400 

A superb example of this elusive rarity, which was produced when small quantities of the “silk” paper variety were 
“joined” with normal paper, nearly all of which were destroyed by the Postal Administration at the completion 
of printing. 

3030  
3030  H 1944, 80c Antonio da Sangallo, Pontifical Academy, double impression of vignette, (88 var), fresh and 

clean, near-perfectly centered, with close double printing of vignette as always, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very 
Fine. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 88g; €1,000 ($1,120).   Estimate $200 - 300 

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3031  
3031  HH 1944, 1.25L Academy of the Virtuosi, imperf top margin single, (89a var), position 6 from 

the only sheet of 50 examples, o.g., never hinged; very slight and minor gum disturbance, 
Very Fine, rare, signed “AD” (A. Diena). 2019 Scott $1,900 for pair. 2013 Sassone 89c; €1,300 
($1,460).   Estimate $250 - 350

3032                             3033 
3032  HH 1945, 5c second Small Medallion, imperf-between vertical pair, (91 var), o.g., 

never hinged, pristine mint, Very Fine, striking and scarce.  2013 Sassone 91h; €600 
($670).   Estimate $200 - 300

3033  HH 1945, 5c second Small Medallion, vertical strip of four, imperf between middle stamps, (91 var), 
o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, a scarce, eye-arresting variety.  2013 Sassone 91h; 
€600 ($670).   Estimate $200 - 300
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3034  
3034  HH 1945, 30c second Small Medallion, varieties, (92 var), two lovely errors, one a right margin imperforate 

variety, the other a left margin horizontal pair imperforate vertically; each fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine. 2013 Sassone 92e, 92f; €420 ($470).   Estimate $150 - 200

3035  
3035  HH/H 1945, 30c second Small Medallion, varieties, (92 vars), a striking pair, one an imperforate right margin single 

(never hinged), plus a left margin horizontal pair imperforate vertically (hinged, signed); each fresh, Very Fine, 
scarce.  2013 Sassone 92e, 92f; €420 ($470).   Estimate $150 - 200

3036  
3036  HH 1945, 30c second Small Medallion, horizontal left margin pair imperf between, (92 var), 

o.g., never hinged, pristine mint, Very Fine, a splendid and rare variety. 2013 Sassone 92g; €600
($670).   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 3037  
3037  HH 1945, 50c second Small Medallion, imperf at right and at left, (93 var), two splendid, 

Post Office fresh examples, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 2013 Sassone 93f; €440 
($490).   Estimate $150 - 200
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3038  
3038  HHa 1945, 50c second Small Medallion, block of four, imperf left margin, (93 var), o.g., 

never hinged, fresh and near-pristine, Very Fine, striking and scarce.  2013 Sassone 93f; 
€440 ($490).   Estimate $150 - 200

3039  HHa 1945, 50c dark green Papal Arms of Pius XII, imperf at left margin, (93 var), block of 97, a complete 
pane of 100, less positions 9-10 & 20 at upper right, with a complete vertical strip of ten of the left 
margin imperforate; sheet previously folded in half horizontally; some vertical perforation separations 
at right of variety and along right-most column, o.g., never hinged, the errors Very Fine with the 
rest of the sheet F-VF, a nice example of a tough variety. Catalogo Encic. Ital. 93f; €1,000 ($1,120) 
(photo on website).   Estimate $300 - 400

EX 3040                       EX 3041                              3042                             3043 
3040  HH 1945, 1L second Small Medallion, imperf at top and at bottom examples, (94 var), a choice pair of full-

margined examples, each showing full lathework, etc.; both fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 2013 Sassone 
94d; €440 ($490).   Estimate $150 - 200

3041  HH 1945, 1.50L & 5L second Small Medallion, top or bottom imperf varieties, (95 var, 97 
var), lovely pair comprising 1.50L full bottom margin imperforate, plus 5L as a full top margin 
imperforate example, o.g., never hinged, clean and fresh, Very Fine. 2013 Sassone 95d, 97d; 
€440 ($490).   Estimate $150 - 200

3042  HH/H 1945, 1.50L second Small Medallion, imperf-between vertical pair, (95 var), fresh and near-pristine, o.g.; 
top stamp very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a beauty. 2013 Sassone 95h; €600 ($670).   Estimate $200 - 300

3043  HH 1945, 5L rose violet & black Garden & Medallion, bottom margin imperf single, (97 var), a choice example 
with full sheet margin at bottom, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an unlisted value in Sassone; scarce.  Sassone 
97 var.   Estimate $150 - 200
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EX 3044                                      3045                                                   EX 3046 
3044  HH 1945, 1L & 3L Works of Charity, part-perf varieties, (99-100 vars), eye-catching pair of fantail varieties, both 

fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce.  2013 Sassone 99d, 100c; €440 ($490).   Estimate $150 - 200

3045  H 1945, 3L Works of Charity, vertical pair imperf-between, (100 var), o.g., fresh, Very Fine, a striking and very 
scarce variety. 2013 Sassone 100f; €600 ($670).   Estimate $200 - 300

3046  HH 1945, 3L Works of Charity, scarce imperf varieties, (100 vars), each in pairs, the horizontal showing 
right margin imperforate, the vertical bottom margin imperforate, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine. 
2013 Sassone 100c, 100d; €440 ($490).   Estimate $150 - 200

3047  
3047  HHa 1945, 3L Works of Charity, block of four, imperf at bottom, (100 var), o.g., never 

hinged, pristine mint, Very Fine, scarce variety, exceptional quality. 2013 Sassone 100c; 
€440 ($490).   Estimate $150 - 200
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EX 3048  
3048  HH 1945, 5L Works of Charity, three part-perf varieties, (101 vars), choice group of three lovely 

items: a vertical pair imperforate at top; an imperforate right margin single; plus a horizontal 
pair imperforate at left, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 2013 Sassone 101c, 101d; €660 
($740).   Estimate $250 - 350

3049  
3049  HH 1945, 5L Works of Charity, bottom margin vertical pair, imperf between and at bottom, (101 var), a 

wonderful, superior quality example of this rare and eye-catching variety, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and 
choice. 2013 Sassone 101fa; €700 ($780).   Estimate $250 - 350

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3050  
3050  HH 1942, 20c on 5c Provisional Surcharge, bottom margin strip of five with varieties, (102 vars), a spectacular 

variety-laden strip, yielding a strip of three imperforate-between and imperforate at bottom margin, plus a 
partial row of double perforations between positions 2 and 3, etc., o.g., never hinged, select quality, Very Fine, 
an eye-arresting rarity, signed “AD” (A. Diena). 2013 Sassone €1,200+ ($1,340).   Estimate $300 - 400

3051  
3051  HH 1946, 25c on 30c Papal Arms, inverted surcharge, (103b), o.g., never hinged, pristine mint, Very Fine, a 

superb example of this rare and elusive variety; signed “AD” (A. Diena) and U.F.N. Roma. 2019 Scott $975. 
2013 Sassone 103Aa; €1,300 ($1,460).   Estimate $300 - 400
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3052  
3052  ) 1945, 3L on 1.50L Provisional Surcharge, surcharge inverted, on cover, an exquisite example of this sought-

after error, tied by solid strike of 28.1.63 c.d.s., with additional 196L postage; red boxed Registry handstamp 
below, with violet FEB/1/1963 Auburn, Mass., receiver on reverse, Very Fine, rare; unpriced (dashed) in CEI, 
with 2005 A.P.E.X. certificate. Catalogo Encic. Ital. 106aa.   Estimate $300 - 400

3053  
3053  H 1946, 5L on 2.50L Provisional Surcharge, double overprint variety, (107a), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh 

mint, Very Fine, a striking and scarce variety, signed “AD” (A. Diena) and one other. 2019 Scott $450. 2013 
Sassone 107b; €600 ($670).   Estimate $150 - 200

EX 3054  
3054  HH 1946, 10L on 5L Provisional Surcharge, imperf at left and right margin examples, (108 vars), two 

lovely horizontal pairs, showing imperforate at left and at right varieties, o.g., never hinged; imperforate 
at right has a minute, trivial perforation-tip thin speck, otherwise Very Fine. 2013 Sassone 108q; 
€440 ($490).   Estimate $150 - 200

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3055  
3055  ) 1946-51, Council of Trent, group of three different part-perf issues on cover, (111//114), all Airmail usages 

bearing additional postage; comprises 25c (#111) and 1L (#114), the 24c a bottom margin imperforate pair, the 
1L a top margin imperforate pair, plus a 50c (#112) bottom margin imperforate single on a Registered Airmail 
cover; clean trio, Very Fine, a very scarce group.    Estimate $350 - 500

EX 3056  
3056  HH 1946, 25c & 75c to 2.50L Council of Trent, imperf at bottom margin varieties, (111 var, 113-117 vars), 

beautiful group of five items, the 25c, 75c and 1L values in vertical pairs, and the 1.50L and 2L values 
singles; fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce assemblage.  2013 Sassone 111e, 113e-117e; 
€780 ($870).   Estimate $250 - 350

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Regular Issues
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3057  
3057  HH 1946, St. Angela Merici, Council of Trent, left margin vertical strip of five, top pair imperf between, 

(111 var), o.g., never hinged, fresh mint, Very Fine, a scarce and attractive variety. 2013 Sassone 111L; €600 
($670).   Estimate $200 - 300

3058  
3058  HHa 1946, 25c St. Angela Merici, Council of Trent, imperf between, (111 var), top right corner margin block of 

14, a superb and striking strip, 7 x 2, yielding seven imperforate-between vertical pairs, o.g., never hinged; two 
stamps with very trivial and slight, natural gum discoloration speck, mentioned solely for accuracy, Very Fine, 
a visually stunning and rare showpiece. 2013 Sassone 111L; €4,200 ($4,710).   Estimate $200 - 300
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EX 3059  
3059  HH 1946, 50c St. Anthony Zaccaria, Council of Trent, select group of all four marginal imperfs, (112 var), a 

lovely, clean group of four pairs, representing all marginal imperforate varieties; comprises two vertical pairs 
imperforate at top or bottom, plus two horizontal pairs, imperforate at right or left, o.g., never hinged; top margin 
pair with a few stray stockcard fibers, otherwise Very Fine, nice group. 2013 Sassone 112d, 112e, 112g, 112h; 
€510 ($570).   Estimate $200 - 300

3060  
3060  HH 1946, 75c St. Ignatius of Loyola, Council of Trent, imperf at left margin, (113 var), vertical strip of 10, a 

stunning example with full margin at left; fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce multiple. 
Sassone 113h.   Estimate $200 - 300
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3061  
3061  HHa 1946, 75c St. Ignatius of Loyola, Council of Trent, complete sheet of 40, imperf at bottom, (113 var), o.g., 

never hinged, a lovely, fresh sheet, generally Very Fine, exceptionally scarce variety, especially in a complete 
sheet. 2013 Sassone 113e; €1,040 ($1,170).   Estimate $300 - 400

3062  HHa 1946, 75c St. Ignatius of Loyola, Council of Trent, complete sheet of 40, imperf at bottom, (113 var), an 
attractive and fresh complete sheet of the scarce and striking error, o.g., never hinged; few minor edge flaws, 
generally Very Fine. 2013 Sassone 113e; €1,040 ($1,170) (photo on website).   Estimate $300 - 400

3063  
3063  H 1946, 2L Cardinal Madruzzi, bottom margin vertical pair, imperf between, (116 var), o.g., very 

lightly hinged, fresh and near-pristine, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce pair.  2013 Sassone 116L; 
€600 ($670).   Estimate $200 - 300
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3064  
3064  H 1946, 2.50L Cardinal Pole, top margin vertical pair, imperf between, (117 var), o.g., very lightly hinged, 

pristine and choice, Very Fine, a striking variety. 2013 Sassone 117L; €600 ($670).   Estimate $200 - 300

3065  
3065  HH 1946, 2.50L Reginald Cardinal Pole, Council of Trent, imperf between, (117 var), the top pair in a left 

margin vertical strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, scarce variety.  2013 Sassone 117L; 
€600 ($670).   Estimate $200 - 300
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3066  
3066  HHa 1946, 2.50L Cardinal Pole, Council of Trent, upper left corner margin block of 14, imperf between, (117 

var), a magnificent block of great eye-appeal, yielding seven imperforate-between vertical pairs, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine, a wonderful showpiece. Sassone 117L.   Estimate $300 - 400

3067  
3067  HHa 1946, 2.50L Cardinal Pole, Council of Trent, imperf between, (117 var), a magnificent complete sheet of 40, 

imperforate between first and second rows; harmlessly missing the bottom selvage, and offering eight scarce 
imperforate-between vertical pairs, o.g., never hinged, outstanding state of preservation and freshness, Very 
Fine, a striking and rare sheet.  2013 Sassone 117L; €4,800 ($5,380).   Estimate $800 - 1,200

3068  
3068  HH 1946, 3L Cardinal Cervini, Council of Trent, imperf bottom margin strip of seven, (118 var), 

o.g., never hinged, exceptional quality, Very Fine, a most attractive multiple. 2013 Sassone 118e;
€910 ($1,020).   Estimate $300 - 400
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3069  
3069  HHa 1946, 3L Cardinal Cervini, Council of Trent, imperf at bottom, (118 var), complete sheet of 40, o.g., never 

hinged; few minor edge flaws, otherwise fresh, nearly Very Fine, a scarce variety, especially in a complete 
sheet format. 2013 Sassone 118e; €1,040 ($1,170).   Estimate $300 - 400

3070  
3070  ) 1952 (Nov. 13), 3L Cardinal Cervini pair, imperf at bottom, on Registered cover to Lausanne, (118 var), 

neat, clean cover bearing additional 115L (#148) and 8L (#134) postage, all tied by neat “Citta del Vaticano 
Poste 13.11.52” c.d.s.’s and Lausanne “14.XI.52” arrivals; fresh, Very Fine, the variety unpriced used.  Sassone 
118e.   Estimate $250 - 350
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3071  
3071  H 1946, 4L Cardinal del Monte, left margin vertical pair, imperf between, (119 var), fresh mint, lightly hinged 

at top, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce variety.  2013 Sassone 119L; €600 ($670).   Estimate $200 - 300

3072  
3072  P 1953, 5L Pope Pius XII & Roman Sepulchre, proof, (159 var), imperforate right margin pair on 

rose paper, printed in issued color, ungummed as prepared; fresh, Very Fine, unlisted.  Sassone 
159 var.   Estimate $200 - 300

3073  
3073  HH 1955, 35L St. Boniface, imperf, (193a), vertical bottom margin pair, fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 

a scarce variety.  2019 Scott $525. Sassone 193a.   Estimate $150 - 200
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3074  
3074  HH 1956, 25L olive brown St. Rita of Cascia, imperf variety, (210 var), a superior-quality top margin single, 

o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, a Gem; signed Raybaudi, with his 1981 photo certificate accompanying.
Sassone 210 var.   Estimate $200 - 300

3075  
3075  P 1956, 35L Society of Jesus, imperf proof on rose paper, (212 var), a gorgeous example of this rare proof, 

printed in issued color on gummed paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Raybaudi, with accompanying 
1982 photo certificate. Sassone 212 var. 2008 Catalogo Encic. Ital. P225; €465 ($520).   Estimate $150 - 200

3076  
3076  HH 1957, 100L Capranica College 500th Anniversary, (226 var), upper right corner margin example, imperforate 

at top, o.g., never hinged, a magnificent positional example of this rare issue, Extremely Fine, choice; signed 
Raybaudi. 2013 Sassone 226a; €800 ($900).   Estimate $250 - 350
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3077  
3077  Pa 1976, 100L & 300L Titian, proof block of three se-tenant pairs, (591 var), splendid imperforate block of six, 

yielding three vertical se-tenant pairs, o.g., never hinged, pristine; natural gum skip, Very Fine, rare, with 1998 
A.P.E.X. certificate. 2013 Sassone see footnote after #594; €1,500 ($1,680).   Estimate $350 - 500

3078  
3078  HH 1997, 1000L Eucharistic Congress, printing omitted, (1047a), a horizontal right margin strip of five, the 

three stamps at right printing omitted, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1996 Gianni Carraro photo certificate. 
Sassone 1086a.   Estimate $500 - 750 

A visually striking and exceedingly rare item, one of only four believed to exist. Listed, but unpriced, in 
Sassone. 

seMi-PosTals 

EX 3079  
3079  HH 1933, 25c-1.25L Holy Year issue complete imperf, official reproductions, (B1-B4 vars), a magnificent, 

superb quality set of official reproductions, imperforate on gummed stamp paper; fresh and near-
pristine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an incredibly rare set, each signed. 2013 Sassone 15a-18a; 
€15,000 ($16,820).   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

The Michael Keller Collection of Vatican City: Semi Postals
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airMail 

3080  
3080  ) 1929 (Dec. 10), First Flight Cover, Vatican City to Tunisia, a lovely, multi-color, two-country franking 

made up of Vatican City #3, 5 and 8, plus Italy #C3 (horizontal pair), on Italian tricolor special envelope 
with the Società Italiana Mediterranea’s airplane “Posta Aerea Città del Vaticano/1 o VOLO ROMA-TUNISI” 
corner card, below which in magenta is stamped “Via Cagliari” [Sardinia], overprinted in violet “Diretto.”; 
bilingual etiquette at lower left; adhesives tied by relevant Vatican (10.12.29) and Italian (11.12.29, Roma 
Ferrovia) bridge-type cancels; addressed to S. Bayér at the Italian Seaplane Base in Khereddine, Tunis; 
reverse with “Tunis R.P./11.XII.29/Tunisie” roller receiver, plus partial La Goulette 12.12.29 delivery cancel, 
Longhi #2017; Muller value of 2000 points, Very Fine, an incredibly rare item, with only 55 covers recorded. 
Muller 223.   Estimate $300 - 400

EX 3081  
3081  SHH 1938, First Issue complete, “Saggio” (Specimen) overprints, (C1-C8), a sensational set with vibrant colors 

on crisp, clean paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; two top values signed. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 1-8; €400 
($450).   Estimate $150 - 200

EX 3082  
3082  HH Airmail, 1948 Archangel & Tobias complete, (C16-C17), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and well-

centered, Very Fine. Scott $640. Sassone S.502.   Estimate $150 - 200
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EX 3083  
3083  HH Airmail, 1948 Archangel & Tobias complete, (C16-C17), o.g., never hinged, fresh mint, Very Fine. 2019 

Scott $640. Sassone S.502.   Estimate $150 - 200

3084  
3084  ) Airmail, 1948 Archangel & Tobias complete, on Registered, flown Airmail First Day Cover, (C16-C17), 

a lovely, neat, cacheted First Day Cover with the pair neatly tied by one of two “Citta del Vaticano/28.12.48/
Posta Aerea” c.d.s.’s, with reverse showing “Roma Ferrova/5.1.49/Posta Aerea” c.d.s., along with Torino 6.1.49 
Raccomandatta arrival, Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce FDC, especially on a flown cover, signed “AD” (A. 
Diena). 2013 Sassone S.502; €1,400 ($1,570).   Estimate $300 - 400

EX 3085  
3085  SHH Airmail, 1951 Gratianus complete, “Saggio” (Specimen) overprints, (C20-C21 vars), a magnificent, 

superb quality set, each beautifully centered with full, pristine o.g. which is never hinged, Very Fine+, scarce, 
each signed. Sassone 20-21 vars. 2008 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €1,400 ($1,570).   Estimate $300 - 400
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EX 3086  
3086  S Airmail, 1953 Dome of St. Peter’s complete, “Saggio” (Specimen) overprints, (C22-C23 vars), 

each fresh, the 500L value never hinged, F.-V.F., scarce, both signed. 2008 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €550 
($620).   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 3087  
3087  HHa Airmail, 1953 Dome of St. Peter’s complete, (C22-C23), matched top left corner margin blocks of 4, o.g., 

never hinged, a lovely, fresh set, Very Fine. 2019 Scott $560 as singles. Sassone S.505.   Estimate $150 - 200

3088  
3088  H Airmail, 1958, 500L Dome of St. Peter’s, perf 14, (C33a), fresh with full, clean o.g., which shows 

just the slightest evidence of hingeing, F.-V.F., a wonderful example of this exceedingly rare 
perforation variety; with 2006 A.P.E.S. photo certificate. 2019 Scott $4,000. 2013 Sassone 33/I; €5,500 
($6,170).   Estimate $1,400 - 1,800
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sPecial DeliVery 

EX 3089  
3089  P Special Delivery, 1933, Gardens & Medallions issue, die proofs of frame and center vignette, (E3-

E4), a lovely and rare pair of proofs, with the center vignette showing final issued “Stato della Città del 
Vaticano” replacing the earlier “Città del Vaticano” wording; small, basically inconsequential thin specks, 
center vignette with marginal hingemark soak towards the top, otherwise fresh, Very Fine, a spectacular 
and choice pair, ex-Federici; each signed “AD” (A. Diena), with accompanying 1970 Alberto Diena 
certificate.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3090                                                                3091                                                       EX 3092 
3090  HH Special Delivery, 1945, 3.50L carmine & blue, right margin imperf variety, (E5 var), o.g., never hinged, 

pristine mint, F.-V.F.+. 2013 Sassone E5f; €320 ($360).   Estimate $100 - 150

3091  HH Special Delivery, 1945, 6L on 3.50L carmine & blue, (E7 var), top margin vertical pair imperforate 
at top, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an attractive and scarce variety.  2013 Sassone E7o; €320 
($360).   Estimate $100 - 150

3092  HH Special Delivery, 1946, 6L Bishop Matteo Giberti, right and left margin imperfs, (E9 vars), a splendid pair 
comprising a left margin imperforate horizontal pair, plus a right margin imperforate single; each Post Office 
fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 2013 Sassone E9g, E9h; €500 ($560).   Estimate $150 - 200
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PosTage Due 

3093  
3093  E Photographic Essay of Unadopted Design, in black on card, based on a sketch by the designer, E. Federici; 

crisp print with large margins, Extremely Fine, only ten known, signed “ED” (E. Diena), with his 1985 certificate 
accompanying.   Estimate $200 - 300

3094  
3094  HH Postage Due, 1931, 10c dark green & light green, frame omitted, (J2a), position 59, a simply magnificent 

example of this great rarity; incredibly fresh and perfectly centered, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, only 
100 printed, it would be hard to imagine a finer example existing; signed. 2019 Scott $5,250 for hinged. 2013 
Sassone 2A; €10,500 ($11,770).   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3095  
3095  H Postage Due, 1931, 10c dark green & light green, frame omitted, (J2a), position 89, a stunning example 

which boasts perfect centering and outstanding overall state of preservation, o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine, only 
one sheet of 100 produced, a Gem example; signed “AD” (A. Diena) and another. 2019 Scott $5,250. 2013 
Sassone 2A; €7,000 ($7,850).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

EX 3096                        EX 3097
3096  HH Postage Due, 1946, 5c to 5L Papal Arms, second printing complete, (J7-J12 vars), wonderfully fresh, 

clean set, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine, scarce, key values signed. 2013 Sassone 13-18; €850 
($950).   Estimate $250 - 350

3097  HH Postage Due, 1946, 5c to 5L Papal Arms, second printing complete, (J7-J12 vars), a beautiful, quality 
set, with the key 20c and 5L values exceptional, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce set.  2013 
Sassone 13-18; €850 ($950).   Estimate $250 - 350
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EX 3098                         EX 3099                          EX 3100 
3098  HH Postage Due, 1945, 5c//5L Papal Arms, part-perf varieties, (J7-J8, J10-J12 vars), a splendid group of 

five scarce items comprising 5c horizontal pair with imperforate left margin, 20c top margin imperforate, 1L 
horizontal pair with left margin imperforate, 2L lower right corner margin single imperforate at bottom, plus a 5c 
imperforate at bottom single; fresh, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., a beautiful, eye-appealing group. 2013 Sassone 
7f, 8d, 10f, 11d, 12d; €750 ($840).   Estimate $250 - 350

3099  HH Postage Due, 1946, 20c to 5L Papal Arms, second printing on gray paper, (J8, J10, J12 vars), o.g., never 
hinged, the set of three complete; fresh mint, F.-V.F., a scarce set, each signed. 2013 Sassone 14/I-18/I; €500 
($560).   Estimate $150 - 200

3100  HH Postage Due, 1945, 20c & 5L Papal Arms, imperf, (J8 var, J12a), a scarce and attractive pair of items: 
a top margin 20c and bottom margin 5L completely imperforate singles; fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine, the 20c value unlisted as such.  2019 Scott $150 for 5L. 2013 Sassone 8 var, 12d; €200 for 5L 
($220).   Estimate $100 - 150

3101  
3101  HHa 1945, Second Printing 20c, top pair part-perfs, (J8 var), top margin block of 4, an eye-catching 

block with full top margin, sharp printing, and the top pair vertically perforated only on their 
bottom thirds, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an exhibit piece. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 8c; €400 
($450).   Estimate $100 - 150
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3102  
3102  HHa Postage Due, 1948, 20c black & gray second printing, with thicker background lines on gray paper, (J8 

var), a spectacular top left corner block of 16, o.g., never hinged, fresh and near-pristine, Very Fine, a superb 
and exceptionally rare multiple of this difficult issue; with 2005 A.P.E.X. certificate. 2013 Sassone 14; €2,400 
as singles ($2,690).   Estimate $400 - 600

3103  
3103  HH Postage Due, 1945, 80c Papal Arms, part-perf varieties, (J9 vars), two lovely items, one 

a horizontal strip of three imperforate at right margin, the other an imperforate at bottom 
margin variety; each fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a scarce pair.  2013 Sassone 9d, 9f; 
€350 ($390).   Estimate $150 - 200

3104  
3104  HH Postage Due, 1945, 1L Papal Arms, (J10 var), horizontal pair imperforate between, o.g., never hinged, Post 

Office fresh, F.-V.F., a rare and appealing variety.  2013 Sassone 10g; €850 ($950).   Estimate $250 - 350

3105  
3105  HH Postage Due, 1945, 5L Papal Arms, (J12 var), imperforate bottom margin strip of 5, first printing; a choice, 

wonderfully fresh strip with excellent eye-appeal, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., scarce.  2013 Sassone 12d; €750 
($840).   Estimate $250 - 350
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Parcel PosT 

3106  
3106  E Photographic Essay of Unadopted Design, in black on card; the stamp in two parts, one intended for the 

certificate, one for the receipt; based on E. Federici’s design, Extremely Fine, only four known, a beautiful, 
detailed item — it’s a shame it was never issued; signed “ED” (E. Diena), accompanied by his 1985 certificate.

  Estimate $250 - 350

PosTal sTaTionery 
aerograMMes 

3107                                                                                                  3108
3107  H ) 1950, 55L blue & red, red printing omitted, (Catalogo Encic. Ital. 2c var), most noticeable in the lack of 

“AEROGRAMMA” at lower left; internal writing present (which would be on front if a standard CEI #2c), Post 
Office fresh; light pencil notations on reverse and interior mentioned for accuracy, Very Fine, an interesting 
variety of a variety.   Estimate $100 - 150

3108  H ) 1951, 80L brown, “Par Avion” omitted, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 4a), a pristine example, with blank box 
below “Aerogramma” where the Airmail notification should be, Very Fine, scarce item.  2005 Catalogo Encic. 
Ital. €125 ($140).   Estimate $100 - 150
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3109                                                                                                       3110
3109  H ) 1951, 80L brown, interior printing omitted plus double watermark, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 4d+4e), 

a combination error, the internal printing (“Non si scriva/in questo/spazio”, normally visible in reverse from the 
front) missing, plus the sheet watermarked twice, Very Fine, a great double. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €250 
($280).   Estimate $100 - 150

3110  H ) 1966, 130L orange on blue paper, red printing omitted, (Catalogo Encic. Ital. 9 var), one easily overlooked, 
until you realize that the indicia design and “AEROGRAMMA” at lower left are missing; light, minor crease, still 
Very Fine and scarce. Kessler K9a.   Estimate $150 - 250

PosTal carDs 

3111                                                                                                        3112  
3111  ) 1929, Blank Indicia First Issue, black on brownish white, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 1), printed without 

value or indicia, but with dotted rectangle for postage; inscribed top center with Papal Arms below, F.-V.F.+, 
a lovely example of this scarce card — scarcer than its catalogue value suggests. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 
€500 ($560).   Estimate $200 - 300

3112  ) 1929, Blank Indicia First Issue, black on brownish white, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 1), used, franked 
by First Day-cancelled #C1-C5, by two of three bridge-style 22.6.38 c.d.s.’s, with same-day Rome Airmail 
dater alongside; Vatican Registry and bilingual Airmail etiquettes round out the front; addressed to France, with 
next-day St. Cloud receiver on reverse, Very Fine+, an extraordinarily scarce postal card used, with a First Day 
bonus.  2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €500 ($560).   Estimate $200 - 300
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3113                                                                                                 3114 
3113  H ) 1945, 2L on 50c slate on salmon, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 4), lovely and fault-free, Very Fine, 

exceptionally scarce, signed “AD” (A. Diena), with 1988 E. Diena certificate. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 
€1,300 ($1,460).   Estimate $400 - 600

3114  H ) 1945, 5L on 50c slate on salmon, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 5), solid strike of surcharge, Very Fine, an 
exceedingly rare card, signed “AD” (A. Diena), with 1988 E. Diena certificate. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €1,500 
($1,680).   Estimate $400 - 600

3115                                                                                                     EX 3116 
3115  H ) 1949, 25L red, w image of Piazza & Basilica, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 13), a sensationally clean card 

with vibrant colors on both the indicia and design at left, Very Fine; signed Raybaudi, with his 2006 certificate 
accompanying. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €520 ($580).   Estimate $150 - 200

3116  H/m ) 1949, 25L red, with image of Piazza & Basilica, mint plus First Day Cover, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 13), 
two pristine cards from the second printing of the 1949 design, here with all three address lines of equal length 
and on rough cardboard stock, one mint plus one First Day-cancelled by bridge-style 1.3.49 c.d.s., Very Fine, 
a superb duo. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €970 ($1,090).   Estimate $150 - 200
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3117  
3117  H ) 1949, 25l red, with image of St. Peter’s Basilica & Square, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 14), a gorgeous, 

Post Office fresh example, Very Fine; signed Raybaudi, his 2006 certificate accompanying. 2005 Catalogo 
Encic. Ital. €500 ($560).   Estimate $150 - 200

3118  
3118  H ) 1981, 200L Pope John Paul II, right hand missing, (2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. 54a), a stark and eye-catching 

error, the pontiff’s right hand, raised in benediction, completely omitted; accompanied by brief discussion of the 
card, Very Fine, not often encountered. 2005 Catalogo Encic. Ital. €150 ($170).   Estimate $100 - 150
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collecTions 

3119  H/m/) Vatican, Rock-Solid Collection, 1929-2007, a bit of a mash-up, consisting of two albums (one Scott Specialty, 
one an Italian Euralbo hingeless), plus material loose; the albums are largely mint with the vast majority never 
hinged from our spot-checks; Scott album runs to 1978 with Airs, Special Deliveries and Dues; Euralbo album 
goes to 1962 with similar Back-of-the-Book offerings, the two albums combined allowing you to mix-and-match 
complete sets, with duplicates to swap or sell; the collection then peters out a bit, but picks up again with First-
Day cancelled oversized envelopes from the Post Office with mid- to late-2000s issues franking, along with 
joint issues, a few miniature sheets, etc.; clean and bright throughout, with each album offering better sets, Airs 
and second-printing Papal Arms Dues, Very Fine, build your collection or stock with this one; various signed 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $600 - 800

3120  HH/H/m Vatican, Our Lady of Perpetual Pages Collection, 1929-2008, a complete collection, often multiple times 
over, all mounted and annotated in a whopping 24 three-ring binders; each set present mint and used, many 
in quantities of five or more; includes privately printed Pope Pius XI mourning stamp used, one complete mint 
set of #35-40, with duplicates of individual stamps, plus varieties, a second printing #39 (signed A. Diena), 
etc.; a fly-specker’s dream-come-true, especially on the Council of Trent issue, which offers overprint and 
surcharge varieties, constant plate varieties, perforation types galore (shifted, part-perforated, misperforated, 
doubles, etc.), watermark varieties, color shifts, paper types, offsets on reverse, Specimens, paper folds, 
plus multiples such as #111 block of 24 imperforate at bottom, #111 pane of 40 top row imperforate, #112 
gutter block of 14 with bottom row imperforate at top, #113 block of 32 imperforate at bottom, etc., etc., 
Very Fine as a whole, confess you want this — and bid accordingly; various signed A. Diena or others 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3121  HH/H [Vatican], “Printers have persecuted me without a cause” Collection, 1933-84, Psalm 119:16 var (1702 
King James Version); three large binders stuffed with items proving that the Pope’s infallibility does not extend 
to the presses; the collection runs from the Views issue up to modern times, with shifted vignettes, imperforates, 
part-perforates, double and triple perforations, blue papers, doctor blade smears, crazed perforations, 
“Campione” (Sample) overprints, surcharge and design offsets on reverse, errors of color, gutter pairs, paper 
folds, myriad plate flaws, and much, much more; all annotated and, where Sassone-listed, identified; even 
a few errors used, Very Fine, to err is human, and these are divine; various signed A. Diena, Raybaudi, etc. 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3122  H/m/) Vatican, Booklets and Miniature Sheets Collection, 1982-2004, a highly complete specialized collection 
of complete unexploded booklets and never hinged miniature sheets of the John Paul II era, presented in 
four overfilled binders; booklets begin with the Pope’s Voyages series (the stamps commemorating trips from 
1980, the inside front covers providing postal tariffs of 1982), with printing and marginal marking varieties 
represented; miniature sheets are largely from 2000 on, most presented as complete sheets, mint blocks of 
four, plus used singles or pairs, along with First Day Covers; fresh and clean throughout, Very Fine, worth 
inspection (photo on web site).   Estimate $800 - 1,200

3123  H/m/) Vatican, A Host of Heavenly Airmails Collection, 1933-92, all mounted and identified on pages of 
various makes in two thick three-ring binders; solid but useful duplication throughout of the basic sets, 
often both mint and used, with First Day Covers, official announcements (Acta Apostolicae Sedes 
sheets), presentation folders, etc.; in addition to the phenomenal stock presented, the collection has 
many varieties and errors included, among which double-perforation varieties, stamps with full guide 
lines printed, guide dots, watermarks missing or reversed, etc., etc.; much noted never hinged by the 
consignor, Very Fine overall, a spectacular opportunity for the dealer or specialist collector; be sure to view 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $600 - 800
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3124  H/m/) [Vatican], Fascinating Collection of Revenues, 1940-54, 81 examples in all, mint, used and on documents, 
covering both 1940’s First Issue and its 1949 overprints, plus the Second Issue of 1954; 1940 issues inscribed 
Diritti di Notario (notarizing fees), Diritti di Cancelleria (for court document fees), and Diritti di Segreteria (for 
activities requiring approval of civil authorities, e.g., permits, motor vehicle registration, etc.); the 1949 overprints 
were required thanks to post-war depreciation of the Lira; the 1954 issue, for universal use, were inscribed 
simply “Marca Amministrativa”; each issue complete mint, plus examples (including some blocks) used, with 
double overprints of 500L on 5L and 1000L on 5L issues (noted only two known), an example of an internal 
Post Office label for taxation, plus Second Issues with paper and watermark varieties; accompanied by two 
Vatican Notes articles, Very Fine on the whole, rarely offered material, especially with such detail; inspection 
invited (photo on web site).   Estimate $750 - 1,000

3125  H/m ) Vatican, Angelic Aerogramme Specialized Collection, 1950-2006, two thick binders filled with the full run 
of issues, starting with a First Day-cancelled #1; includes all the basic listings, plus a wealth of CEI-listed 
varieties; along with unlisted color shades of indiciae, paper folds, plate flaws (e.g., #2 with dot after “P” of “Par 
Avion”, etc.), variations on internal printing, inverted overlays, double watermarks, unwatermarked varieties, 
etc.; many postally used with handstamped and machine cancels, several uprated; three same-day supersonic 
flight cachets (Tupolev, Concorde and Boeing); recent issues in manageable quantities, many with official 
announcements of the issue; complete annotation throughout, Very Fine overall, devilishly intriguing; well 
worth the time to view (photo on web site).   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3126  H/m ) Vatican, Exemplary Postal Card Collection, 1930-2008, a specialized holding in five filled-to-
bursting three-ring binders, running from the 1930 Second Issue (the first with indicia) to nearly 
the present; solidly annotated and identified, the cards come mint, postally used, First Day-
cancelled, etc.; includes both single and message-reply cards; many issues present in their original Post 
Office folders, with numerous official announcements included; in addition to the basic listing, a myriad of 
color, printing and paper variety sub-listings are here as well; vast majority mint, but used include uprated 
items, slogan cancels, etc., Very Fine, if you like postal stationery, you’ll want to move fast to bid on this lot 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3127  ) [Vatican], Postal History Sampler, 1929-60, approximately 175 covers and cards, nearly all postally 
used (a First Day Cover may have slipped in here or there); a wide range of issues, frankings, usages and 
destinations to be found, including the First Issue (with two Special Delivery stamps!) used on cover plus 
cancelled on postcard; #C1-C8 complete on flown cover to Rome (the world’s shortest flight?); Sede Vacante 
issues complete, Holy Year sets complete, several better Airs on cover (including Gratianus stamps), etc., 
etc.; note many Airmail usages, Registered/Registered Air, a couple Censors, a mourning cover, quite a few 
charming picture post cards, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with much better throughout, uncommon material in excellent 
condition; well worth review (photo on web site).   Estimate $750 - 1,000

3128  ) Vatican, “On the first day” Collection, 1929-58, Postal Authorities created covers; a lovely holding 
of 175 early covers, nearly all of which are either cacheted or on related picture post cards or maximum 
cards; begins with the First Issue set complete on single cover and runs, highly complete, through the 
commemorative issues of 1956; note corner sheet valuation blocks, 1933 Holy Year complete, 1939 
Sede Vacante issue on black-bordered mourning cover (plus later such issues without the border), 1952 
Centenary souvenir sheet, lovely Airmail covers including #C1-C8, Gratianus, UPU and Dome of St. 
Peter’s; many sent Air, Registered and/or Express; some signed by the stamps’ designer, etc., etc.; many 
issues duplicated but on covers with differing cachets, Very Fine, a wonderful genesis for a collection 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $750 - 1,000

3129 Vatican, Collection of New Issue Announcements, 1939-97, comprising 47 folders and over 100 Acta 
Apostolicae Sedes documents, each with the complete issue First Day-cancelled; begins with the First Issue 
of 1929 (including Special Delivery stamps), 1933 Holy Year, several better Airmail issues, etc., solid into the 
1960s (including a special folder for the 1958 Brussels World Exhibition), with occasional later issues included 
as well; light duplication throughout; clean, with light toning on some earlier announcements, Very Fine, tidings 
of great joy indeed (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 
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